LBR Div-Glen-Midd-Parma MN prms.als, four studies run as separate studies without linkage but sharing parameter files. Parameter values were those obtained and published in MN project.

Added Brown Trout on 2/10/2013, replaced %Refractory 20→60% (required because of an improvement in the code), and re-ran with Release 3.1 with no calibration. Runtime was 58 minutes on very fast machine. Ran again with new parallel processing in 19 minutes. Results were very good for all four sites.
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I was a little dubious of the high sculpin biomass, so I adjusted the feeding preferences according to the literature, and got good results:
Compared to:

It made little difference in the overall periphyton results.
Likewise, periphyton were not affected much at Eckert, although sculpin no longer dominated the animals.